
Aleph Matthew Aaron Hernandez is caucused for the highly esteemed position of 

Mazkir of Oseh Shalom BBYO #5261 

Qualifications 

 Sopher Chair ST 17 FT 17 

 Sopher ST 18 
 Made quality monthly Beaver 
Blurbs 
 Produced promo videos regularly 
 Kept website up to date 

 President of RHHS It’s Academic Club 
since May 2017 

 Got club officially chartered 
 Brought membership to above 20 
for the first time 
 Regularly get 8-10 people attending 
before seniors left 

 Dedicated Aleph since October 2015 

 Member of Oseh since Fall 2015 

Oseh is a living chapter, which has changed 
over the years. Accepting and working with 
this change is vital to the survival of the 
chapter. As Mazkir, I will work to end the 
problems that plague Oseh right now. 
Attendance is the biggest problem we have, 
and as Mazkir I can easily address this. With 
enough hard work and perseverance, we can 
make Oseh truly great. 

Fraternally submitted, with undying love, for 
NRE, T-posing, beavers, and my heart and home, 
Oseh Shalom BBYO #5261, I forever remain... 

Aleph Matthew Aaron Hernandez 

Chapter Events 

Kidnap ‘15, ‘16, ‘17 

Retention Weekend ‘15, ‘16 

Stand Up! Program ST ‘16, ‘17, FT ‘17 

Chapter Kallah ‘17 ‘18 

RUSH Program ‘17 

Connect Event ‘18 

Chapter Convention ‘16, ‘17, ‘18 

Winter Olympic Rejects Program# 

Underclassman Separates ST ‘18# 

# Denotes Planned 

Council, Regional, and 
International Events 
MIT/AIT Overnight ‘16 

Kickoff ST ‘16, ‘17, ‘18, FT ‘16, ‘17 

Council Convention ‘16, ‘18 

SHHT ‘17 

J-Serve ‘16, ‘17 

New Member Weekend ‘17 

Regional Convention ‘16, ‘17, ‘18 

CLTC 8 2018* 

* Denotes Future 



Goals and Ideas 

Bring back Video Comms and 
release them at least once a month 

Comms Calls Every Wednesday 

Release Comms by Monday 
Afternoon 

Embed Promo Videos, Minutes, and 
Beaver Blurbs into Comms 

Announce Events at least Two 
Weeks in advance 

Announce new recruits and people 
who recruit them in Comms 

Take attendance at meetings and 
events 

Create special attendance incentives 
for non-board members who attend at 
least 85% of Oseh Events 

Keeps Scores and Statistics for 
AZAA 

Have an Oseh awards program at the 
end of the term 

Reach out to all inactive members 
and encourage others to do the same 

Organize Carpools for every Council 

Event 

Work with Council to make AZAA 

easier to go to for HoCo chapters 

Use the remind consistently to 

inform all members about events and 

changes quickly and conveniently 

Have at least 30 quality minutes for 

every meeting 

Provide quality snacks at Chapter 

Meetings 

Get an average of 30 members at 

each program by the end of the term 

Create a map with every important 

location for Oseh events (places where 

a lot of programs are, where carpools 

leave from, etc.) 

Create a special AIT/MIT 

communications network with the 

Moreh and MIT Mom to retain them 

once they’re recruited 

HoCo Spirit Day 

AZAA and BBGG are important parts of the 

BBYO experience. However, it is hard for a lot 

of members to drive an hour to Rockville every 

Sunday. Carpools have helped this problem, but 

people still are reluctant to go so far just for one 

thing. Having a small scale AZAA/BBGG event 

in HoCo would be a great way to introduce new 

members to them.  

Beaver Week 

A big problem we face is retention. People don’t 

see how unique and special Oseh is. Beaver 

Week would be a week with a program, AZAA 

game, fundraiser, and a meeting. With so many 

Oseh events one after another, we could easily 

give new members a rundown of everything the 

chapter has to offer. Only having this one week 

ensures that members do not burn out from too 

many events. 


